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Abstract
This paper discusses a new type of cryptography known as quantum cryptography. We know that, cryptography is an art of converting data from one form to another so that it would not be easily known by outside world. Many algorithms have been introduced for converting from plain text to cipher text. Though there are various secured algorithms are available for encryption, it is very difficult to avoid passive attacks on data. Passive attacks are very dangerous as both parties included in communication never know that their communication is getting attacked and hence this attack becomes dangerous. Popular example for passive attack is eavesdropping which is also now as dangerous because if anyone is eavesdropping your communication, how will you come to know about that? This paper discusses the concept of quantum cryptography as a solution to this attack.
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1. WHAT IS QUANTUM CRYPTOGRAPHY?
We all know that cryptography is a technique of converting data from one form into another for its safety. Several different algorithms are implemented for maintaining safety of data in cryptography. Use of algorithm get differs from the type of cryptography we are using for the encryption. Mostly, there are two types of attacks on data in network. These are active and passive attacks. We know that comparative to active attacks; passive attacks are most dangerous one as parties taking part in communication don’t aware about something happening wrong with their data. If we know about the attack (active attack) which is taking place on our data, we can take some actions against it, but if we don’t know that data is being attacked then its security is naturally under high risk. Then, how to avoid passive attacks like release of message content, traffic analysis? Quantum cryptography is the best solution to overcome this problem. Quantum cryptography uses quantum mechanical effect to encryption or decryption. Quantum mechanical effect includes quantum communication and quantum computation. Quantum communication for key exchange and use of quantum computers are the best example of use quantum cryptography. Quantum cryptography gives guarantee to detect attacks like eavesdropping in key distribution as try of listening keys disturb complete quantum data. What is the need of quantum cryptography?
Quantum cryptography can transmit a secret key over a long distance which is secure in principle and based on laws of physics. Several methods of key distribution are available but they all are based on unproven mathematical assumption. These all methods are always on risk of being attacked by the attacker. If you want long-term security, then its really a matter of fact. Quantum key distribution is known as a subset of quantum cryptography which is developed for transferring and distributing keys during symmetric encryption.

II. TYPES OF QUANTUM CRYPTOGRAPHY

A. Post-quantum cryptography
Post quantum cryptography refers public — key cryptosystems which cannot be brake by quantum computers. Basic need behind the evolution post quantum cryptography is that most of the popular public cryptographic systems are based on integer factorization problem and discrete logarithmic algorithm which are easily breakable by large quantum computers using Shor's algorithm[1][2]. Though, current available experimental quantum cryptography is very secure, most of the cryptographers are searching new algorithms for if quantum cryptography also have danger form attackers in future. In contrast to this, symmetric cryptography which is performed by symmetric ciphers and hash functions are still secured from quantum computers[2][3]. Though Grover’s algorithm can increase the attacks on symmetric cipher text, the danger can be avoided by increasing the size of key used for encryption.

B. Position based-quantum cryptography
Position based quantum cryptography is based on fixed geographical location. Suppose there are two parties are interested in communication and if they are using position-based quantum cryptography then one party can send message to another party only if the other one is at particular expected location otherwise data will not be delivered. How the verification task is performed
then? Basic task of position-verification is that, receiver has to convince verifier that he is located at particular location. This technique is successful when there are many restrictions on adversaries. First position-based quantum techniques were investigated by Kent in 2002 which is known as quantum tagging. A patent for position based-quantum cryptography known as US-patent [13] was granted in 2006, and scientific literature published results in 2010.[14] Several position-based quantum cryptography protocols have been suggested mostly using quantum entanglement.

III. QKD AND QUBITS
Quantum key distribution is most well known and developed application of quantum cryptography which is also known as QKD. QKD explain the process of using quantum cryptography for distributing key between two parties taking part in communication without disturbing third party. If these parties are communicating with each other and if third party try to eavesdrop the content, then complete bit pattern may get disturbs.

Security of quantum key distribution can be easily proved without imposing any type of restriction on eavesdropper which is not possible by using classical cryptography, which is known as “unconditional security”. But there may be chances of man-in-middle-attacks if eve becomes able to impersonate Alice or Bob. Quantum cryptography is commercially available in the form of QKD only. Basic unit of quantum information is quantum bit known as qubit. Value of the quantum bit is taken as its polarization as value of classical bit can be taken as 0 or 1 only.

A. Quantum properties
As we know that digital systems use binary states like one/zero, on/Off or Yes/No, what is the state of quantum bit? Qubit is considered as single photon and its manipulation is shown in Fig 1.

b) When this horizontally-polarized qubit is passed through vertically polarizing beam splitter, it always gains its horizontal polarization.

c) What happen if the horizontally-polarized photon passes through diagonally-oriented beam splitter:

- There are 50% chances of finding the photon at one of the exit.
- Photon will detect at one of the exit.
- The polarization of photon will changed into the corresponding diagonal polarization.

Expected output for the step c is photon will be blocked and not passed through and it will change polarization. Polarized photon will convey digital information, details of which are shown in Fig.2.

Fig. 1 qubit and single Photon

a): A photon is emitted from light source and passes through linear polarizer, here we consider horizontal polarizer. This process will create qubit with horizontal polarization.

B. BB84 Protocol
BB84 protocol is the first quantum cryptographic protocol discovered by Charles H. Bennet of IBM New York and Gilles Brassard of the University of Montreal in 1984. This protocol is based upon the technique of generation of secretes keys for encryption and decryption. This is implemented in different technologies which are as follows.

- Single Photon polarization
- Two Photon entanglements
- Single photon Self interference phase modulation

Here we will how BB84 protocol works for single photon polarization is discussed.

- Alice will create photon by single photon from light source.
• Then, photon will send through polarizer and naturally it gives one of the possible polarization out of four one. They are as Horizontal (Zero bit), Vertical (One bit), 45 degree left (Zero bit), 45 degree right (One bit).
• Then, photon starts travelling towards Bob’s location.
• At receiver end, bob will be having two beam splitters a vertical/horizontal and diagonal and two photon detectors.
• Bob will randomly choose one of the two splitter and check photon detectors.
• Same process is repeated until the complete key will be transmitted to the Bob.
• Then, Bob will inform Alice about the beam splitter he have been used.
• Then Alice will compare the information with the different sequence of polarizes that are used by her to send the key.
• Alice will inform Bob where there is use the right beam splitter in the sequence of bit.
• Finally both Alice and Bob know key used in communication between them.
It is quite best method of exchanging key.

C. Working Principle of BB84 Protocol
First Alice will transmit a random sequence of qubits to Bob over a quantum channel. This sequence is generated by her by repeatedly encoding a randomly selected bit with two selected base from two different bases. It also results in random sequence of four selected quantum states. Base-value combinations was recorded by Alice which is used during generation in future. The two bases are applied for encoding and decoding. But they should yield correct result when aligned and produced.

D. Key generation
Bob receives the qubits directly from Alice when not intercepted. As Alice only transmits qubit without any information, Bob has to derive the information from the qubits through randomly selecting sequence through its own base. If the bases selected by Bob match with the sequence at the time of encoding, then the result is considered as correct. Bob will record the sequence of his own bases and the different measurement of result made by him.

Then Bob and Alice will communicate with each other to compare their bases sequences. Only the value which is used for encoding and decoding key by them, while other bits are removed from the sequences. The remaining sequence is nothing but random private key which is also known as sifted key. As this raw key is not enough suitable for using encryption and decryption, it is used for generating another key which will be used to perform different quantum cryptographic task on data.

Different cryptographic tasks such as encryption, transmission and decryption of data is performed by various conventional tools over standard communication network so far secrete key protocols are implemented. By keeping encryption key secrete or documental secured, optimal data security is achieved. This is the way how data is encrypted with randomly generated key. This type of data encryption never containing unique patterns of itself which can be used for code breaking.

E. Eavesdropping Detection
When third party try to listen your data on quantum channel, all the sequences of qubit get disturbed. Suppose, Eve listens the qubits, then he will send bits to Bob with his listening. If all the bases used by the Eve are different then measurements will go wrong. Hence, eavesdropping can be easily detected in quantum cryptography. As we know that, avoiding passive attacks are very important to maintain the security of your data. Quantum cryptography definitely provides you a very proper way of keeping your data safe from eavesdropper.
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